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HOMECOMING MUSICAL2003 'Music Man' takes the Benson stage, page 8

Local sales tax goiitg up to pay for new countyjail
JEFFREY C. HUNTER
Editor-in-chief

White County Sheriff Pat Garrett (top) observes in the crowded emergency dispatch
and 911 call center in the county jail in downtown Searcy Oct. 14. A new half-cent sales
tax approved by voters Oct. 7 will provide funds for the construction of a new jail and the
improvement of county law enforcement services.

Harding students will help pay
for a new county jail after voters
approved a sales tax increase in an
election Oct. 7.
Fifty-five percent of the 6,006
votes were cast in favor of the
measure, which was turned down
by voters in 1999 and 2000.
Funds generated from the permanent tax will be used to fund
White County law enforcement,
including the construction of a
new jail in Searcy.
A new jail is not expected to be
completed until2005.
According to White County
Judge Bob Parish, the sales tax
increase comes as an alternative to
a property tax increase.
"This is the chea_pest wa:y out,"
Parish said. ''This way, everyone
helps pay for the J.ail, inclu-ding
[HardJngj studmts. '
Although tudents will see
higher taxes on everyday slmpp.ing items, Pari h believes the
sales tax could actually be a good
thing for students.
"Who knows, keeping pezsonal
property taxes do·wn mlgnt just ~p
Hairli:ng Univmsi:ty from having tv
.mise t:b.air tu'lfio""Parishsaid.
The half-cent increase will
bring the White County sales tax
up to .015 percent from its previous .010 percent.

White County Sheriff Pat G~
rettsaid thecurrentl'ail, which was
built in 1979 to ho d 54 :inmates~
was unsafe for both inmates and
employees. The jail held 101 inmates on Tuesday, and has held as
many as 153.
"We are having to release prisoners that should be incarcerated
because we are out of space," Garrett said.
The new sales tax, however,
will not only pay for the construction of the jail. In the future,
it will provide needed funds for
the county's thinly stretched law
enforcement.
Fourteen deputies patrol more
than 4,400 miles of roadways in
a county with more than 67,000
people.
"This tax is going to allow us
to grow and to serve the citizens
of this county better and faster,''
Garrett said.
Garret said he has stuck to his
campaign promise to make the
county's present law-enforcement
facilities work, but the county has
out-grown the facilities.
"I am taxed out like everyone
else in the county," Garrett said.
"But I understand first hand the
need for -an-ew-jail."
When Garrett took office in
2001, he used $42,000 in county
funds and additional $40,000 of
federal money to repair the jail
and bring it up to state standards

for detention centers.
"It has been a real challenge,
but we've met the challenge,"
Garrett said. "County government
works so slow - like molasses
running uphill."
The building also houses White
Couruys em~cy services ~
patCh and 911 call center. Both are
m a small room, part of which was
a converted jail cell.
Despite modifications, including new cell doors and an addition of portable metal buildings
to house misdemeanor offenders,
Garrett said the current jail is
harmful to White County.
"This isn't the only prison that
is crowded," Garrett said. "But we
reached a· point where we had to
do somethlng. The sales tax was
the only way this COWlty could
bring in enough money to the general fund to pay for a jail."
White County's current onecent sales tax is divided among the
16 cities in the county, leaving only
48 percent for the county to use.
More than $6 million in sales tax
was collected last year, but according to Parish, the county's allotted
$3 million was insufficient to operate necessary facilities.
"The county has an obligation
to maintain a courthouse and a
jail according to the state constitution," Parish said. "Our law enforcement could not do it all under
the present situation."'::-

Fall Fest in need ofvolunteers
SA seeks students to help with annual children's carnival
ALISA MOLONEY
Staff Writer

The Student Association is in
need of help from students for the
third annual Fall Fest Oct. 24.
The event for Kensett children
will be from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. at the
Kensett Elementary School.
Seniors Kim Taylor and Daniel McGraw, co-directors, are
encouraging students and Searcy
businesses to get involved in the
outreach to area children.
"God blessed me so much by
being there last year," McGraw

Fall FestVolunteers

llle5A Is seeldng \IOklnt1!ers 10 help with
me mlrd ann!Jill FallR!st Oct.24in Kemett
Seniols 1<1rn Taylor and Daniel McGraw.
aHlin!ctors,said there an! many ways
to contribute to tree'llent.To IIOiunteer.
contaa the SAoflke at eiCten5ion 4323

Big Brothers and Sisters
University students are needed to
accompany children throughout
the day. Big brothers and big sisters
will help children in games and at
booths.
Candy Donations
Donation boxes will be placed in
dorm lobbies next week for students
to donate candy to be used as prizes.
Baked Goods
Cakes, cookies, brownies and other
baked goods are needed for the
cakewalk.

said. "It's about letting your light
shine and letting all the glory go
to God."
According to Taylor, helping
with the physical aspects of the
festival is not the only way to
serve.
''We need university students
to go th.1,'6ugh the festival with the
kids all day," Taylor said. "We're
trying to Show the kids Christ

tlirough us."
Helping with the activities
doesn't necessarily mean spending an entire day at Fall Fest, Taylor said. Donations are also needed
for the festivities, and students
who have tight schedules can help
out in this way.
"There will be boxes in all of
the dorms for students to donate
candy as prizes for the festival,"
Taylor said. "We also need donations of cakes, cookies, brownies
and any other baked goods for the
cakewalk."
Children are given goody bags
in which to carry their candy
prizes. ~ bags include a "Bible,
a list of area churChes and coupons
trult have been donated .from area
businesses.
Fall Fest also supplies lunch to
the children and helpers.
"The menu will be determined
by what [has been donated to us],"
Taylor said. "We have to rely on
area businesses and people to donate almost everything we use for
Fall Fest."
McGraw said Fall Fest is an opportunity for children to have fun
and enjoy the company of their

older Harding friends.
"It's a chance for the kids to
come out and have fun and to go
home with a sugar rush," McGraw
said. "With the cakewalk and all
the booths giving out candy it
makes for a sugar packed, funfilled day."
A list of Kensett children is
oompiled as they arriv-e. The
list is later usee by the Kensett
church of Christ to keep in touch
with the ohild:ren and their families.

Throughout the day, children
are,P,aired with volunteer Harding
students wno lead them through
games. The student is the child's
&ig .brother or big sister for the
day_
Games include a dart-throwing
booth, a beanbag toss boo_th and
an arm wrestling'booth.
Other activities include field
sports like the three-legged race,
egg race and a giant moonwalk.
This year will include balloon
animals as well as face painting by
Harding students.
"Even if you can't- woJ:k [on
Saturda:r.] there is so much more to
d than
work,'' McGraw said
J'Behind the scenes, donations of
cookies, cakes and candy really
helps."
McGraw said people are also
needed to set up and clean up after
the event.
Students interested in volunteering should contact the SA office at extension 4323.
Fall Fest is open to children
Kindergarten to sixth grade.
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OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE

Lipscomb hosts World Mission Workshop
Lipscomb Uruversity is hosting the 2003 World Mission
Workshop this weekend. A number of Harding students
wiU join students from sister schools, campus ministries and
missionaries from around the world for the three-day event
which carries the theme "The Word Became Flesh."
York College in York, Neb., will host the 2004 World Mission
Workshop Sept. 30-0ct. 2, 2004.

White Gounty sees four shootings last week
Last week was abnormally violent for White County when
four shootings were reported- including one homicide.
According to the Dally Citizen, Alric Seward, 21, died
Oct. 12 from a gunshot wound suffered at his apartment
the previous day. His 17-year-old roommate, Stanton David
"Meatball" Johnson,. was arrested and charged with firstdegree murde.r.
A shooting in Searcy Oct. 12 left the victim hospitalized
with gWlshot wounds to the leg. Ten minutes later, a drive-by
shooting occurred at a second location.
Another shooting occurred near Rose Bud Oct. 10 leaving
the victim hospitalized.

New color of money bids greenback farewell
A newly redesigned $20 bill was released into circulation
Oct. 9 complete with high-tech security features and color.
"For the first time in modem history, U.S, currency features
background colors other than black and green," Tom Ferguson,
director of the U.S. Treasury's Bureau of Engraving and
l>Jinting, said.
Subtle green, peach and blue colors are featured in the new
$2(} Dill as an effort to com plicate counterfeiting. According to
the BEP, different
colors will be used
in future redesigns
of the $50 ar;td $100
notes to help visually
impaired people
tell denominations
apart.

www.harding.edu/thebison/news.html

Prayer breakfast on ntonthly agenda
SA encourages students to bring campus, personal issues before God
JONATHAN MELLISH

Staff Writer

The Student Association and
Spiritual Life Committee will
hold a prayer breakfast in the
Benson Auditorium once a month
for students interested in praying
for campus and personal issues.
The first meeting was Sept.
24 at 7 a.m., and approximately
15-20 students came out to pray,
SA President Michael Campbell
said.
The second prayer breakfast
is scheduled for Oct. 22 at 7 a.m.
The SA encourages anyone who
is interested to come and pray,
fellowship and eat doughnuts
afterwards.
"The [Sept. 24] turnout was an
encouragement," Campbell said.
Campbell said he hopes the
number of students who participate in the monthly event will
continue to grow.

SA Prayer Breakfast
The next SA Prayer Breakfast will be Oct
22. at 7 a.m. in the Benson lobby.

At the prayer breakfast, slips
of paper are distributed with
items that students are encouraged to pray for.
Examples included the SA's
aotivities this year and an overall
attitude of joy on campus.
Once students arrive, they
split off to pray by themselves or
pair up with partners.
Campbell said once everyone
began praying, the compHmentary doughnuts and orange juice
remained untouched for a while.
"People stayed in prayer for a
long time," Campbell said
Campbell said prayer has been
a positive influence on him, and
he has seen that prayer can be a
powerful tool.

~e courses create off-campus leanting
Harding Public Relations

Harding has teamed with
"ed2go," an online education
network, and now offers online
non-credit classes in more than
30 areas of instruction.
To find out more about
the new online courses, go to
www.ed2go.edu/hardingu .
The courses, which last six
weeks and include two lessons
per week, do not require students to purchase textbooks or
attend on-campus lectures.
Every "ed2go" course includes tutorials, reference materials, multiple quizzes, exams
and assignments to provide
students with hands-on, practical experience needed to master
the new skills.
Each lesson is accompanied
by an interactive discussion
area, where a student can post
questions that will be answered
by an instructor or fellow students.
Cheri Gardner, office manager
for the American Studies Institute, said although these classes

are non-credit, people in the
community now have a way to
gain more knowledge and better
themselves at the rate they learn
best.
"A lot of the community
doesn't have time for on-site
classes," Gardner said. "These
[online courses] give people a
chance to develop new job skills
and improve themselves."
The "ed2go" courses cover
subjects including the Internet,
computers, computer certification, writing, design and new
media certification, per onal
enrichment, test preparation, the
legal field, small business startup, business administration and
management and health care.
Although the "ed2go" classes
are not offered for credit, some
students arc excited about the
prospect of online classes.
Sophomore Kip Haney thinks
online courses are good opportunities for him to add to his
resume.
"I could see myself using
one of the classes to maybe help
me get a raise after I get out of

college," Haney said. "You can
never learn too much."
Some students, however,
think online courses would make
students become lazy.
"Computers encourage lethargy, both for the student and
the teacher," senior Aaron Ingle
said.
Others do not like the idea of
not being in a classroom atmosphere for one-on-one instruction.
"I don't know how I would
do in computer classes over the
Internet," senior Eric Richardson
said. "I can barely understand
what my teachers mean when
they are standing right in front
of me."
The method of teaching computer and Internet courses using
the computer and Internet strikes
some as challenging.
"Everything is based on computers now - and I can't even
turn one on," junior Matt Cherry
said.
Staff writer Matt Blansett
contributed to this report
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Insurance Chums Welcome
Auto Glass Installed
Free Estimates
Insurance Deductible Financed
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Checking

"I've learned that if I take
prayer seriously, I don' t want
to be the only one praying for
it," Campbell said. "I want to be
able to ask others to pray about
issues."
Senior Spiritual Life Directors Ryan Bond and Katie Bond
helped organize the breakfast
and believe the event is a blessing
to those who participate.
"I like it because it's something
out of the ordinary," Ryan Bond
said. "It gives kind of a sense of
clarity, a sense of purpose and a
sense of focus when you get up
early for a specific reason."
Katie Bond said the breakfast
is a wonderful way to start a
morning.
"It sets the tone for the day,"
Katie Bond said. "[It is] a specific
time for prayer out of routine.
Prayer breakfast was a fabulous
idea, and kind of a muted service."

Wolford's Autobody
&
Collision Repair Center

Account

,.
..
,.
,.

FREE-Checking with NO Service Charge
FREE- Debit/ATM Card
l!"REE- Check Images on Statement
FREE- Internet Banking
~ FREE- Telephone Banking
,. FREE- ATM Transactions at 200
Preferred Status Arkansas Locations

1-501-268-8235
1614 E. Booth Rd.
Searcy, AR 72143

SOCIAL CLUB VOTING

"No finl' prftnetdtd, :It is R!'.IJ.L V FRD:I
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FIRST ARKANSAS
VALLEY BANK
. '·-· .... " ....

8 p.m., Friday, Nov. 7
Benson Auditorium
Harding University
Reserved-seat tickets, Harding community: $12
Ticket sales begin at noon Monday, Oct. 20, and
continue every weekday through the day of the show
from noon until 6 p.m. at the Benson ticket booth.

If you are a student in the
induction process, you must
vote on Monday or Tuesday
of next week from
9:45 a.m.-5 p.m.
in student center 236.
Social Clubs must vote
by noon on Tuesday, Oct. 21.
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'Firenten' take stage at
Harding for final show
ANDREA MARTIN
Staff writer

The a cappella group The Firemen gave its last performance in
the Administration Auditorium
Friday, Oct. 10.
According to senior Justin
Huston, individual life changes
have caused the group to stop
performing together.
"There is no David Ruffin in
the group," Hu ton said. "We're
not the Temptations. [We're] not
breaking up on touchy stuff."
Reasons for the dissemination
of the group range from graduating members to those who have
growing families.
"Marcus [Thomas] and his wife
are having a baby," group member
Rick Castleman said.
The changes caused members
to re-evaluate the group's future.
'1t's difficru.I.t to~place a single.
voice part," Castleman said. "With
multiple paTts leaving, the difficulty increases ex:panentially."
Music groups with intrkate
harmony requi.te a lot of work and
practice to perfect.
"Rick and I didn't want to start
over again," group member James
McDuffie said.
Castleman has been a member
since the group began in the fall
of 1994.
"A number of us had gotten
together to sing in the Benson
stairwell," Castleman said. "It
whittled down to five or six."
Performers in the group have
come and gone since 1994, but
the mission of The Firemen has
remained the same.
"[We are] men of God going around spreading the fire of
Christ," McDuffie said.
The Firemen have used music
to spread the fire, but the ministry
is not limited to lyrics.
"When we go somewhere we

"It's difficult to replace a single
voice part. With multiple parts
leaving, the difficulty increases
exponentially."
-Rick Castleman, group member

like to spend the entire weekeQd,
to spend time with the kids and
get involved in [their) lives," Huston said.
Their approach is different
from other vocal groups. The Firemen's shows tBl'get all age groups,
not just youths, in their e£furfs to
spread God
. 's.message throughout
the country.
"We do youth rallies and teach
classes," senior Jerrad Powell said.
"We have flown to many concerts
[in places like] New Mexico, Texas
and Ohio."
After eiglltyears, the group believes it haS accomplished its mission of preaching Christ through
music and outreach.
"I think even if we had only
performed one concert we would
have achieved our purpose,"
Castleman said.
The group has separated. but
the members are open to new
experiences.
"You can't .really have specific
plans with singing. [you] just have
to be open," Pow6llsaid.
Though the group Will no
Longer be perfontling. The Firemen can still be heard. The group
has six CDs available online at
www.thefiremen.com and for
sale in the Harding University
Bookstore.
Despite the end of group
performances, members of the
group promise their singing will
not cease.
'Tm still gonna sing in the
shower, cooking, wherever," Huston said."

Homecoming Royalty
Th• ~ Cqurt.composed of queen ~..-.d~ fron) social ~nd service clubs, lndudeJfrOm
left to fi9ht} Deidre Hu)Vey. Ju GoJu;.Rk:k Love;Orcle !<;Brittany .Jil.misqn,.KoJo KatJason Salata, International Student Soclety;Sherri
Penny, Tri·Kappill Ofnt Lapgston, Kappa Sigma Kappa; Krist! Ensor, Chi omega Pi; Karen Love,Circle K: Edna 5!norrneri, International

Student so.daty;Leah Eddy,0!11f!9a Lambda Chl;AudrC~ Ennis.qu~ nomlnee;lgquel Collins, queen nominee: Gray Yates. Pi Kappa
~lon;Tressa Tucke(',queen nominee; Meredith Jones. GATA; Natalie Nix, Zeta Rho; Melissa Ziegler,Shantih; Melanie Rankin. Kappa
"Gclftlma Epsilon;Marlene Watson.Delfil Gam!Tlil ~ho;Katie McC11.1mmen,OEGE;Chrls Mahone,Multieultural.Studenr Action CommitteetNakeia Monw.Multlculturnl Sti,JdentActiohCDnimittee:Ty ~tty.GilmrnaSlgma Pbi;AI!Sha ffazlet,Qegina;af1(1Tyler l<immeret,
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Homecoming 2003 Events
fr._y,Qctpber 17
1:30 4;111• • Bison BoostersGalfToumament.RiverOak$
t a.m. ·Chapel, aPklen and Platin11m Cifde me~s

bonoted in Benson AUditOrium
10 a.m.- ~o ilnd Platinum Clrtle Coffee. Hammon
R9Qm, stUdent center second fiqor
4 pan.· Good News Si~, eL. Kay Plaza. tn front of Benson
Aud(t9ri\llll·
5:3G-7:45 p.m. · l,ila<katld Gold Banquet af\4 presentation

ohlumnt awardS

I p.q~.- ~omJngMusiCal.~l'he Musk Man,'Benson
Aud"arlum
·
10 p.m.- Pep rally wfth liVe brson. free hot chocolate and
elder, soccer COMplelC

Compete for scholarship money!

.THfh~

Saturday, Odobet 18
8 a.m. - Bison Stampede 5K Run
10-t 1:!0 a.m. - Photos in a Hatding SWli:lg. front laWn
10 un.~ noon - 5odal Oub fair. Ganus Athletk Ceo~
toa.m.-IIOOh- Art Gallery open
tO -1Cb45 a.m.- Bf;~es •n<1 &!auK, Admin. AuditOrium
10'.4$- n 130 a.m.,.. Time of Day faneert, Al:lmin.
Auditorium
11-11=45 a.nt-- Pled Pl~rs c;hildren Theate~~ Reynolds
Center Recital Hall
11 ~.-2 p.m. · Family Picnic. Ganus Athletk Center
2 ~· • FOOtball Game Vs. Henderson State Unlve13lty
e p.qt. - H<)meQ)mjng Musltial,'TtteMusit Mao."Be~on
Auditorium

·
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Retetve a

Miss Greater Searcy
The Miss Greater Searcy pageant is a
preliminary to the Miss Arkansas pageant.
The pageant will be Nov. 14th and 15th, 2003
at the Searcy High School Auditorium and
requires a sponsor fee of $so. The rules
are as follows:

10%
discounl

with uanttne 1.0.

Miss Arkansas 2003
Whitney Kirk

• Contestants must be a resident of White County or have gone to
at least one semester of higher education in White County
• Contestants must be at least 17 years of age and no
older than 24 years of age on or before Oct. 1, 2004

PRO TIRE
SERVICE CENTER
DANNY FINCH, OwNeR/MANAGER

White County's newest & complete tire,
wheel & service specialist
The Miss Greater Searcy Pageant exists for the purpose of providing
opportunities and scholarships for young women and for promoting
their voice in culture, politics and the community.
(Entry Deadline is Nov. sth)

More information .and entry forms are
available by calling 305·-4772 or 827-2070.

·www.missarkansas.org

Alignment, brakes, shocks, struts, battery,
CV boot, CV axles, U-joints, wheel balancing,
oil & lube, front end repair...

iJt,u&.'liid/, 11 . UNIROYAL.. . f=li¥J.i·l·mraJ
... and parental billing
is availabfef
309 Wisconsin St.
368-TIRE (8473)
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The one, the only, the original

Columnist warns females against imitations msearch for 'perfect guy'
will be the first to admit that there
are certainly times when it is
very difficult to be a single guy at
Harding.
Not difficult as in "Man, I can't keep
the girls off me with a stick," but more .in
the "Well, once again it's a Friday night
of cafeteria food oy myself" sense.And
that, my dear audience, is a sad Friday
night
So here I am .in the awkward position
ofhaving a gtoup of friends on campus
that are all dating eaCh other. Apparently
I'~ s0me weird sort of rabbit's foot
when it comes to love. Rabbits feet may
be lucky for everybody else, but not for
the rabbit.
Now mind you, this doesn't bother
me. I'm the permanent odd-numbered
wheel, which makes for .interesting
seating arrangements at restaurants, but
other than that it's got a lot of perks.
For starters, whenever I go out in a
big group with all my friends, I'm no
longer mere Aaron Rushton, single guy
- I become "Aaron Rushton: Stand-up
Comedian!"
I don't ever have to watch what I
say around my female frlends becau e
I'm not dating any o£ them. What' the
worst they're going to do, go out with
me? l have male friends that live in
constant fear that they're going to repeat
something l said and then they'd be
single, w.Kich would just thr w f£ the
balance of the whole group.
I'm a pretty bard-neaded guy, l ' U
admit It takes me a long time to learn
a lesson. A k my parents, they'll attest
to this with little to no hesitation. But
one thing that I've got going for me in
my stubo' rnness is that if you repeat
something enough times, I'll eventually
gra p the concept.
S according to, ay, every girl I've
ver kno~ f am not only the furutiest
guy on the planet (this I already knew),
I'm also the nicest, sweete t, gteatest,
cutest (turned out she was m yopic),
most caring, most gentlemanly, most
ruggeci most manly, most lovable, most
w nderfol mmrt have·everwalked the
face of God's green earth.

I

AARON RUSHTON

Big Guy,
Big Mouth
I believe I've figured It out, though.
Women are intimidated by perfection.
It's the only solution I can come up with.

Or so I've been told.
During Chrisbnas break a few years
back, I received a phone call from
Kelly, a sweet girl from my high school.
She sounded pretty rough around the
emotional edges. She a iked me to come
over and ch~ her up some.
I was fresh out of clown make-up
andmy ,unicycle "W.a$ in ~e'Sl)op, o
I realized I',(\ hav~ tq +ely pr:t actqal
per onality. I went over to her house and
found out she was absolutely miserable
because he had recently gone through
ana ty break-up with her jerk of a
boyfriend. I never liked the guy in the
first place.
So, for the next seven hours I was
Kelly's teddy bear. She cried onto my
houlder (it was soaking wet when lleft
her house)1 complained to me about bow
all men are evil and she never wants
anothet: boyfriend again and she' going
to run off t , join a c nvent even though
she's not catholic and she just hate men
so much because they re stupid and
all they ever do is cause her pain and it's
not fair that her friends can have nice
boyfriends and all the guys she knows
are jerks and think that just because
they're good-looking they can run all
over any girl who show the slightest
sign of interest and. why can't there be
more gu.ys like me?
Being the nice guyI am, I figured '!' d try
to help Kelly feel better about .herself and
take ner ut on a nice date. and I did.
We ate a nice mmantic candlelit
dinner at Burger King (I brought a

bathroom candle and lit it in the ashtray)
and went to see some mind-numbing
chick flick. I figured I'd be nice and take
her to something she wanted to see,
rather than whatever big-budget holiday
explosion festival was going on two
screens over.
Now here's where the story gets
confusing.
1 took.Kelly home and said, ''Hey, let's
do that aga.in sometime. Well, except
for the whole thing about you being
depressed for sevenhours."
As part of my commitment to truth
in journalism, I assure you, none of the
following is made up: "Aaron, you are
the perfect guy. You are going to make
some very lucky girl very happy some
day. I'd do anyihmg to be able to have
a guy like you ... But I don't think I can
date you."
What? Wait ... What? She'd do
anything to ha e a guy like me, but the
real deal is no good? Why accept a pal
imitation? Th one, the only, th original
i still up for grabs!
I believe I've figured it out, though .
Women are .intimidated by perfection.
It's th nly olution 1 can come up With.
Every woman I've ever knownl1as
told me l'm the best guy around, but
they've all got some twisted desire to
date someone less worthy.
Oh well, beats me.
Aaron Rushton is a humor columnist for the

Bison, and everything he says should be taken
with a very large and very sarcastic grain of salt.
Aaron is funny, sensitive, enjoys long walks in the
rain, knows how to cook, is good with children,
is an Eagle Scout and has all the free time in the
world. He can be reached at (SOl )305-8453, or
by e-m ailing AaronRushton@hotmail.com.

CORREcnON
In the Oct. 3 issue of the Bison, the Multi-

cultural Student Action Committee was
incorrectly identified in the story "Social,
service clubs to choose court members"
on page 1. The Bison regrets the. ~rror,
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Reinember those who make Harding home

JEFFREY C. HUNTER

The post office-personnel sell s tamps

AWordln
Edgewise

When alumni miss two days' pay and
use a whole weekend to drive 900 miles
on Thursday and the same 900 miles
back home on Sunday, you know they
really want to come back to Harding.
This campus was a beautiful. comfortable home for them for a few years. But
while they often drop in to thank former
teachers and administrators, few hunt
up the folks behind the cenes wh are
mo t re pcnsible for !he beauty and
comfortfuey remember. And we who
call this home thank them too infrequently ourselves. So today I'd like to

rectify thaL
I appreciate the Service Master crews
who arrive long before firsllight to dean
batlu ms that they cleaned the day
before- and the day before that. I appreciate how they empty our trash (saving us from our left-out-overnight tuna
fish and our sticky candy wrappers),
mop our stairs, vacuwn our floors and
straighten ur messed-up classrooms,
dorm lobbies and auditoriums. I also
appreciate how they set up tables and
chairs for special eventS.
I'm grateful, too, fo:r the Physical
Resources staff who climbs through our
ceiling and.repairs our thermostats to
keep us from melting in August and
wearing mittens illside-.in Jan:ua:ry. And
of course the grounds keepers make it
a pleasure to walk across c::ampus. The
pruned azaleas, the trimmed trees and
grass and the Utter-.free brick paths all
speak to me of attempts to make our
lives beautiful.
Security officers referee our parking
disputes and difficulties, jumpstart our
low batteries and help us break into
our own accidentally locked cars. They
watch out for our safety day and night
I'm deeply grateful.

SHERRY ORGAN

Guest
Room
Dorm parents offer students shoulders to cry on, guidance about behavior
and dress and training in maintaining
healthy living quarters. They do lots of
li tening and more fussing that they'd
like. rm $Ure- all to make this campus
a place where tudents can thrive and
parents and other visitors can trust and
admire.
I think the receptionists in all the offices deserve our thanks, too. How many
times do they smilingly answer the same
questions,.! wonder? And how l,llany
LID.deserv:ed or unreasonable complaints
do they endure daily? I'm grateful for
th¢r grace under fire.
The Arama:rk planners and ~ers,
too, deserve our thanks . .They manage
to get de(af coffee and second pieces of
pie to hundreds of us at the same time
- aD the while smiling and saying, "Yes,
ma'am," or "No, sir," when their feet
and backs and minds must surely be
weary.
The nurses listen to more complaints
per day fhan deans do, I suspect they
dispense advice and pills and gentle care
day in and day out
The bookstore cashiers ring~ta~t~~ cards, exchange hastily pu.l1
d
giits and stand by whlle:we write checks
and count out ~s. Theyanswer
questions about how to get to the gym
and where to find the best catfish in
town. I thank them.

to sophomores who forgot their moms'
birthdays and pt>stcard stamps to the
visitor who's trying to remember all her
grandkids. I thank them.
r thank the librarians wh teach my
writing students what a bound periodical is and how to use the online databases.
I thank the business office and payroll
folk who sort through all our money
problems and remain diplomatic and
fair to parents and students and teachers alike. Without the Molly Nobles and
Carla Kearbeys, our budgets would suffer and our home here would likely lose
its charm and comfort.
1 thank the telephone and IT~
who keep us connected to each other
and to o ur ff-campusfriends. With ut
!:hem. neither Homecoming nor daily
classes could happen as successfully.

I thank the ~asing Department
friend$ who rush over at five minutes
until5 p.m. because we've LUll out of
paper for the copymachine.
The Media Cen~ TV Srudio and
Copy Center employees bring our microphones when we need them and
supply our Power Point charts. We owe

them.
And of course, it almost goes without
saying that every office on campus owes
its weJb.being to the secretaries who
keep bosses and students happy, keep
coffee freSh, keep schedules straight,
answer phones and faxes, type letters,
run.errands and deal with ffie eublic.
Ironically, these servants often thank us
for allowing them to serve us. I think it's
time we realized how valuable they are
to the creation of a Harding home that's
wonderful to work in and come back to.
I think it's time we thanked them.

lETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Keep Homecoming tradition
After reading the article, "At the end of
a reign?" in the Oct. 3 issue of the Bison, I
felt it was necessary to voice my opinion
on the issue of Homecoming Queen. As a
second-generation Harding student and
a firm supporter of HU a.thletl.cs, Homecoming Queen is ene tradition that 1 feel
should continue.
Homecoming is a time for students,
faculty and al1,l..IYl!li to come together and
unite. By carrying on the tradition of
crowning a Homecoming Queem and having a court with student representatives·
and child attendants, we are uniting our
past, present and future.
I understand the interests of the student
body as a whole are being considered, but
I am a member of the student body and no

one has asked fonny opinion. Before this,
or any other trad,ition <;<>mes to a close, I
feel that the student body has a right to
vote for !he issue at band.
I think it would be sad to see the tradition of Homecoming Queen come to an
end.
Hailee Augsburger, senior

Use of 9/11 footage troubling
Thursday, Sept. 25 in chapel I was horrified. There before me, on two screens,
I saw thousands of people being killed.
Again and again, explosion after explosion. Different angles, different speeds.
After viewing the Sept. 11 footagel was
left wondering why.
Why was i.t necessary to subject anyoi;te
to that sobering soene? And why broadcast
it as an advertisement?
I have felt constant viewing of this
tragic event could cheapen it, deaden our
hearts - trivialize the losses we suffered
as a nation and as aluunanity that day. Because Sept. 11 passed here withou.t m.uch
ceremony, r thought that Harding might
have realized that in re:meJ;l\bering we
could still move forward . I was wrong.

Sept. 25 I viewed the largest act of instant carnage to occur in my lifetime, a sobering sight in and of itself. But almost as
soberi ng, and .no doubt as worrisom:e, was
the purpose of the footage.
Death and destruction became a ploy; a
vehicle to advertise. And for what? It was
an angle to grab my attention, to convince
me to come listen to the [American Studies
Institute] speaker Asa Hutchinson.
How desensitized have we become to
reduce this act to an announcement?
What a blow to everything I hold d~
Loss of human life exploi.ted, day of in·
famy made conunonplace- this coming
from a respected institution makes the slap
in the face even more severe.
I realize every function has a dysfunction and good intentions and messages can
become misconstrued in the act. Chapel is
no exception.
Chapel, in its way, has power. Powe:r
to pick and choose its messages, power to
recognize or slight individuals or groups.
Chapel is not an open forum, but it still
has a voice.
This powerful voice, one that I listen to
daily, must guard the messages it broadcasts stricter.
Andrea Martin, junior

TALK BACK

Is baseball really America's greatest sport?

"Yes. Soccer is too
international, football is
too close to rugby and
basketball is just not as
popular."

"I think football is. It's
more exciting and less
predictable. I never knew
when the World Series was
until I met all these Cubs
fans around campus."

"Yes it is. I can't tell you
why, it just is."

"Baseball? It's as American as apple pie."

-Chad Barron, sophomore

- Kaeli Dunlap, freshman

-Brad Austin; senior

-'-'" Danyel Reed,·sophomore

What would
J. A. Harding
think of us?
In 1924, J.N. Armstrong named the
university we call home in honor of
his teacher, mentor and father-in-law
James Alexander Harding who had
died two years earlier.
Born in 1848J Barding was a wellrenowned preacher who ~tmuch
of his life pursuing the idea that
education is wo.rtllless unless it has
Christ at the core.
He, along with David Lipscomb,
founded what is now Lipscomb University in 1891.
·
It seems that naming the small
Arkansas college after Harding
was more than just a tribute, it was
Armstrong's pledge to continue the
pursuit of Chiistian hjgher education.
What would he thirik about the
institution that bears his name?
That is a question that we cannot
quite anSWer. But one would suspect
that he wou1d be quite pleased.
The present generation has d,one much
to build upon the
foundations he
laid, so perhaps
a more relevant
question is what
wouldJ.A
Harding think of
us- this generation of students?
Whether or not the
name of J.A Harding
will continue to live on has already
been decided, but whether or not his
dream of Christian higher education
will continue is up to us.
We who are students today will
be the board members, presidents,
faculty and donors of tomorrow. If
this university and Christian higher
education are going to continue, we
must be prepared to make ithappen.
We cannot settle for anythingless
than to devel p into the top educational
providet: in the nation. Hardinghi:mself
expected nothing less.
"We aspire to stand in the front
ranks of tile great educational institutions of the world," Harding wrote of
his Nashville Bible College.
We must also be willing to step
outside the comforts of our cushf
campuses and take Christian higher
education to other areas of the country and across the seas.
The fervor with which generations
past started colleges and universities
has slowly diminished over time, but
·t he need certainly has not
It should be tfie goal of this generation to ensure that everyone who desires to obtain a Ou:istiin education
has the opportunity to do so.
Most importantly, we must pour
all of our efforts into the roots of
Christian higher education- Christ
We must not be deluded by the pursuit of academics, the growth of enrollment or the ~read of colleges. We must
remember just exactly what- and who
- it was that James A Harding and the
men of his time were working for.
"I believe the most effective
preaching that 1 do, and that which
is most far reaching in its .infl.uences,
is that doneto the students in the
college," Harding said. "Theinfl.uence
th · se Bible schools and colleges are
exerting is beyond the power of human computation."
Jeffrey Hunter is editor-in-chief of
the Bison and can be reached at 501-279-4471 or
jchunter@harding.edu.
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The original
Harding College
administration
building still stahds
on the campus of
Southern Christian
Home in Morrilton,
Ark. Harding abandoned the property
when it moved to
Searcy in 1936.
J. HUfolTERI the Bison

and counting
sk Chancellor Oifton Ganus Jr. what Harding's most significant milestone is in its 80-year history, and you might
not get an answer.
It's not that Ganus, who studied at the feet of J.N. Armstrong. can't think of any accomplishments- he just can't
narrow them down.
"There <ll<e so many things that have happened that
were important, for instance the bu.rni.ng f the mortgage in 1939, the
accreditation in 1954 and Changing over to a university in 1979," Ganus
said. "There are a number of thlngs, and ldoubt I could ever name them
all."
Perhaps one of the university' greatest accomplishments i that il has
stayed true to ib9 founding principles.
"When you Jook at the ac:tual acromplislunen through the years and
the attitude of people toward Harding and the reputation that ll ha , lt
makes you feel good that you are continuing the wor o{ Armstrong and
the thers-who fmmded the institution;• Ganus said.
The work of the university's founders, as Ganus explains it, made it
different from the start.
''Uleir purp se was to not just prepare preachers alone, but to prepare ChriStian businessmen, Christian teachers and Christian leaders in
various fields, n Ganus said.
Harding h been forming Christian leaders in various fields ·nee the
day 1t began in 1914. Ganus points the alumni as evidence the university is staying true to its purpose.
"When I look out at the alumni, and where they are, and what they
are doing and what they are accomplishing ... it just makes me feel good
to know that we are carrying on the purpose, the goals, the foundations

THROUGH
'!HE AGES

of Harding." Ganus said. "I think we've laid a good foundation for the

next80 years.''

Eighty years is a hort time in a world where universities measure

their age byrenturies and their success by numbers.

"Harding is a young university/' President David Buiks said. "Think
in terms oE where we will be in 20, 40 or 80 years."
While the future is unknown, Btll'ks believes that Harding will continue to gtow in many ·ways.
"I am of the feeling that Harding is in a unique p sition as one of the
largest distinctly ChriStian universities in the nation," Burks said. "Wf!re
ne of the few that attempt-to teach the Christian world view, and it is my
dream that we will continue to reach out-as a Christi<m univel'Sity."
Reachingou~ t provide edt~cation for more people is certainly on the
list of university geals, but growth won't~ limited to the main campus.
''l doubt that y u will seeHarding limited to Searcy and the tuden
who live on these hallowed grounds," Burks said.
Burks also believes the universily will bee me more influential in the
future.
"If we will hold true to our purpose, then this university will grow in
influence," Burks said. "I think the future is exceptionally bright if we stay
true to our purpose and not succumb to becoming like everyone else."
Ganus said the path to success in the future is the same path used in
the past.
"I hope our goal 80 years from now is the same as it was 80 years
ago -to grow as Jesus did in Luke 2:52," Ganus said. "That's all you
can ask from anyone."

"And Jesus grew in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and men."
(Luke 2:52.)

·
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University's past meets
children's future at the intersection of

by JEFFREY C. HUNTER

Editor-in-chief
arding' rlginal campus still sits a th end of the
street that bears its nameJn tiny Morrilton, .Ark. In
fact some of the same buildings are still standing.
While much has changed on the 40-acre plot of land
since Harding left in 1936, it is still an address for grand
beginnings- but beginnings of a diffeJ;ent type
AB the campus of Southern Christian Home, it is a
place where love replaces neglect_ responsibility erodes
years of carelessness, and new beginnings are offered to
Children with a painful and troubled past
And it' all-at the i.nten;ection of.Harding St. and Love
Drive.

teve Williamshad.hisfustenaounterwith Harding at
an early age in the f rm of a grape popsicle.
It was a hot summer day in 1959, hfs second day as
a resident of Southern Christian Home.
"I sat on the steps of the big building with my grape
popsicle and read the cornerstone that said Harding
College," Williams said. "I guess that was the first time I
heard of Harding."
It wouldn't be the last time Williams heard of Harding.
He became an assistantprofessor of business in 1997.
"I. guess you could say that 1 just went from one
Harding-to another," Williams said.
Williams said hi time at the home helped mold him
into the person he is today.
"If not for Southern Christian Home I'd probably be
dead or in jail," Williams said.
According to Williams, the home provided experiences
that helped him and other children sucreedinlife- most
notablybard work.
'We allbad chores to do every' day;" Williams aid. "You
learn a lot from working hard and having responsibilities."

S

Chores consisted of tending the gardens, peeling potatoes and mowing the grass for younger
boys and farm work for older boys.
Williams, who left the Home in 1967 to attend
Freed-Hardernan College and later joined the Air
Force, re.call!> plowing fields behind a mule and
waking at 4:15 a.m. on chool days to mille the
Horne's cows.
"I probably learned more about respollSlbility
from waking up at 4:30 than anything else,'' Wifliams said. "rt was the best learning experience 1
could have. I.Lhelped prepare me for hard time
later on."
Although he appreciates the childhood that he
had, he said he knows he missed out on the "normal life."
"There is no substitute for having a family and
a hometown," Williams said. "Some times were
harder than others."
The highlights of life, like buying junk food
with his weekly allowance and watching "Star
Trek'' em Saturday nights hel_pe.d him through the
difficult 1imes. Some of his best memories come
from the animals they raised for competition.
"Every year we took either pigs or a heifer to
the fair," Williams said. "If we won in the county
fair, we got to take it and <;iisplay it in Little Rock.
In those days some of my fondest memories were
of the state fair."
Williams also values the spiritual growth he encountered at the Home as a young man with little
direction in life.
'"'lley got my attention, it took them a few
years, but they did:' Williams said. 'Trmmy Allen
haa a meeting there in Morrilton, and I was baptized at his meeting. They to.med me around."
arie Roberts' life wa als turned around by
Southern du:istian Home.
She became a resident in 1960, and she
is still there.
Building on the lessons she learned from the
years as a student, Roberts now serves as a houseparent for teenage girls.
"'This is m.y l:iome," Roberts aid "I'm ju t giving back what wa given t me."
R iberts and her husband live with six girls in
what was the original girls' dormitory for Harding
College. The building loo very little like a dorm
today, and much more like a home -which is exactl]. whatRoberts wan .
'Thi i a place for kids to come and regroup and thfuk of where their life need to
be," Robert said . ''Sometimes home isn' t the
best place for them to be and this has to be a
new home."
Southern Christian Home became Roberts'
residence when she was in elementary school. She
credits the home for helping her find her way in
life.
"If it hadn't been for this place, there is no telling where I'd be," Roberts said.
According to Roberts, her experiences as a child
at the home have played a vital role in how she
helps the girls in her care.
"Girls sometimes tell me 'you know where
we've come from, you've been here,"' Roberts

M

Houseparent Marie
Roberts (left) stands
with resident Lisa
Stoker in front of
the administration
building at Southern
Christian Home Oct.
7. St oker left the
home Oct. 10, after
spending more than a
year there.

said. "I have been there before, and I know just
how they f:eel."
Roberts said the home tries to instill qualities
that the children might n t have had earlier.
"We focus on academics and how to be involved in school and church, and how to say no to
bad influences," Roberts said.
Roberts' kitchen is decorated in butterflies as
a sign of the transformation that she is working
towards in the lives of the girls that affectionately
call her "rna."
"TI1ey come to us in cocoons, they aren't developed," .Roberts said. ''But when they leave they
have grown into beautiful butterflies."
ne of Roberts' newest butrerflies is 18-yearold Usa Stoker.
After more than a year living under Roberts' roofand by theHome's rulesJ she left Oct.lO.
Before she left he said she would be starti.ng
out with a new perspective on life thanks to the
Home.
"I'll be taking everything fv£ learned about
God, how to be patient wiili others, and how do
what older people tellme to do," Stoker said.
Besides &asic responsibility, Stoker also teamed
skills such a finance and budgeting.
The Home disciplines chilcl:ren by placing them
on a level system. Each level comes wjth special
privileges. In Stoker's case good behavior m.ean:t
that she could get a job to earn money.
She kept haft of her paycheck from McDonald's
to pend for herself, and the rest was placed in a
savings account so she would have money w hen
she left the Home.
According to Stok~ her mo t p.reci us memories of her time at the Home will be of the people
who hel~ her.
''I love how everyone is Uke a family to each
other here," Stoker said. '"They've done so much
for me. I will really miss everyone."
Stoker, who finished high school and cosmetology school while at the Home, sees a difference in
herself beyond the responsibility he teamed.
"When I firtcame. [wasn't a Christian," Stoker
said. "I definitely know what I'm supposed to do
now. I know that I've matured since I've been here,
both as a Christian and as a person."
The relati nship that devel p between a girl
and her house parents is u ually a strong one.
"It is happy because ometimes you just know
we've succeeded," Roberts said.
But after Stoker left, Roberts will welcome a
new girl into her horne and begin the process all
over again.
"Some don't have a chance without help from
someone," Roberts said. "In some cases you can
reach them, in some you can't. We just try to live
an example of Christ, and I suppose that's the best
we could ever do."
Stoker left the home like all children eventually
do, but Harding's founding isn't the only beginning on the old campus in Morrilton. It's just another on a very long lis
"I am going to go h me," Stoker said with a
smile. "But ev~t:hiflg going to be different this
time." '"'

Design: J. HUNTER/ tho! Bison
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Facing the music
SARAH WEST
CopyEdltor

The Homecoming musical "The Music Man," tatting
senior Tony Garcia as Harotd Hill and sophomore Jennie
Gay as Marian Pa:t09, open t oight at 8 with a few Wlexpected features. Harding's interpretation of the old classic
will focus less on romance and more on
cotnrnunity.
Written by Meredith Willson and first
performed in 1957, "The Music Man" is the tale of con man
Hill and his attempt to cheat
the town of River Oty, Iowa
into giving him money for instruments and uniforms for a
boys' band. Along the way he
falls in love with Paroo, the town
librarian.
"When people think of thi mu icaL they
think sappy love sto~" Gay said. "We're changing it o everyone is equally included and it's not about
two people falling in love. I think the audience will enjoy
seeing a dillefent perspective and interpretation of it.'
The cast members believe they are prepared to take on
the challenge of providing a roore extertsive look at the
community.
"There is not a cast member. who is average," Garcia
said. "They're all extraordinary, phe11omenal. They're all
willing to work. The cast members fit their d-.aracters because they want to."
Accordingtofreshmanjoel Cox, who plays the mayor
ofRiv&City, the townspeople are different in Harding's
production of "'fh e Music Man" because of the effort The
more than 60 actors have put into their characters.
"There's whole lot of character actors," Cox said. "We
have a lot of people who are doing a good job wjlh that and
making it rea1ly funny."
A character actor C?aD use a varie_ty of techniques to
bring humor to the stage. Some of the actors ii}. "The MusicMan" use their singing abilities to parody character
traits.
"We have b oth bad and good singing in. this musical,''
freshman Shawn Frazier said. "We do it on purpose. Everyone is into their character a lot, ,no matter w h o they are."
In addition to the focus on the towru;people, the musical
i:. different for afew othE!l'teas6ns.
"There is no way to explain the feeling you get wh en

a

Seitior Tony Garcia
directs the town of

River City as the con-artist
Harold Hill. Garda said
Harding's production is "not
the traditional approach to
the musical."

CURTIS SERIGHT I Th~ Bison

Sophomore Amy Jo Parker puts expression into her role as Zaneeta,the

mayor's daughter, in an Oct.13 dress rehearsal. Cast rnembers rehearsed
five hours a night in the final weeks before Homecoming.
you do something from that era," soph more Jonathan
Bragg said.
Senior Rees Jones, barbershop quartet character, believes
the ages of the cast members affect the success of the musical.
"We have some .really experienced people," Jones said.
''But we have an edge because we have a younger cast."
"The Music Man" is Garcia's f:ix'$t opportunity to be on
stage for the Homecoming musical
"fve alwa~ been in the [orchestra] pit because I'm a
music. major,' Garcia said. ''I've never done anything like
this before. The cabi: makes the job easy. I £eel like the role
pu ts me in the position of being a leader, but the cast does
exactly what they're supposed to do and they don't need a
leader."
The actors value seriousness in their work. but not all of
the comedic scenes during rehearsals were scripted.
"I accidentally used a profanity," Cox said. "I wasn' t
saying something l would usually say. lgot tongue-tied.''
Familiarity with the stage had to be ru h d because of
the short amount oftime tfie set crew had for construction,
P.roducer Cindee Stockstill said. Misspoken lines are not
the only challenge the cast faces.
"Ian [Thomas] was t:ryVtg to jump and do a little trick
and he fell flat on the ground," Frazier said. "He didn't get
hurt oJt was OK to laugh."
The production team of Stockstill, director Robin Miller
and vocal coach Larua Bads cast the parts of Harold Hill
and Marian Paroo in the spring. The production team cast
the remaining castmembers iri the first week of school.
Cast members with Homecoming musical expe,rience
compared this year's production to those in years past.
"We had a r tmore time in 'Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dream.coat/ '' Jones said. "Most of the parts
were cast in the spring. 'Joseph' was all dancing and singin~. fu ['The Music Man'1 there are more spoken parts."
The lack of t:i.Ine puts tress not only Ollthe production,
but on acadernic.and social lives of theca tmembers as
well. "Sometimes I'll have the chance to study between
scenes," Bragg said. "It does take a toll on your grades."
Despite
pressure, most of the cast members think
!heir sacrifice oftime is worth the end product as well as
the by-products they will accumulate on the way.
"I don't io:low what I'm going to do with my{lelf after the musical because lenjoy being b~" Cay said. "I
willmiss having my day filled with people and friends.
It doesn'tfee.llikework when I'm with them. It feels like
we're just hanging out." •

tlie

Freshman Undsay Hoggatt and senior Undsayttarriman spread gossip about a
fellow citizen of River City. With the exception of the two leading characters, the more
than 60-person cast of"The Music Man" was chosen in the first week ofthe semester.
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Vsaturday, Oct. 25
@

8 p.m./ Benson

Let us be.your Mom
away from home
when you're feeling sick.

Natural Food Store
809 East Race, at the comer of Race and Grand: 268-9585

••••

~
SEARCY MEDICAL CENTER
F<1mily Practice: ~7S-~S4b OB\Gyn: 278-28X6
lnt.:rnal Medicine: 278-2X34
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free (fre), adj.. 1. not under
another's control ; having liberty ;
able to do, act or think as one
pleases 2. without cost or payment
free checking 1. Simmons
First Bank of Searcy 2. no service
charge 3. no minimum balance to
maintain 4. unlimited check writing
5. unlimited deposits 6. monthly
statements
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things to do if your team is out
of the MLB playo!(s. _ _

Gov.-elect takes 'eraser'
to Golden State respect
So I decided not to rock the
vote. However, everyone else back
home did. It was the highest voter
turnout in years, yet I abstained.
I'm proud of myself. This m.;:~y
be funny fo1: everybody not from
California, but for the natives this
is a serious matter. Our problems
are real, and we've sent an actor
in to clean up the mess. )-Je has
I woke up last Wednesday {ace recogniti0n, but most of that
morning to a stunning .realization: recognition is of him with. a glow~
Am ld Schwarzenneger is the new i.ng, glaring red eyE! thanks to the
makeup of Hollywood. How could
governor-elect o£my state.
This i worse than having to thisproveheha.S the ability to lift as
watcb. a "Last Action Hero" I outoffinanciaJ purgatory~ Political
"Batman Forever" double feature. muscle is figurative, at least it used
An actor, a terrible one at that, will to be. I can picture Arnie looking
now try to save Californi a from like Atlas supporting California
its financial straits. He ran on no on his back. Pump us up Arnold?
platform, yet he killed at the box Ridiculous.
I was not completely against
of£L.1 mean the polls.
The rest of the country already the recall. Gray Davis is like an.
l:hiJ:iks we're Loony, then we prove. eyelash lodged in the m.ucou
the stereotypes true by electing covering an eyeball. Irritatingly
the Tel.'ffiinat01:. All this in pite sm.ug and egotistical in spite of
of-poor, poor journallilm from the the fact that he couldn't pa •
state budget in time, even with a
state's largest newspaper, the Lo
Angeles 'limes, which tried to up- Dem,ocrat-conuolled Senate and
set the Arnold cart with a tory on House. The rolling blackouts were
a black eye, too. I loved
his prior misdeeds just
that my county booted
The rest of the
before the vote. Even
him out with one of the
this blatant disregard
country already
higllest percentages in
for objectivity doesn't
tl'llrtks we're
the state. Chalk one up
excuse the fact that the
loony, then -·
for the Bern.
allegationswere made. A
we elect the
Bnt we're left with
pu,blic official in trouble
Terminator.
a P.redator hunter to
for treXU.al misconduct?
hunt down an answer
We haven' t had such
to our troubles . And
moral bankruptcy in office for at least a few years. Maybe being twice removed from the
it's Clinton Reloaded, only Clinton Kennedy's just isn't going to solve
the problems. The electing of Arwas a better actor.
The media barras.e was huge. nold was not a political matter. It
Every day, for months; "Califor- was the same thing as those rubnia Recall" was plashed aeross bernecks at car crash sites, only
our eyes so often, it ran across the Californians caused the accident
bottom line of our dreams. All1 (or at least made it worse than it
keep seeing is the geographical had to be) . Just like we love car
shape of California invaded by chases, we love the anticipation of
the silhouettes of the three stars the crash and bum that no doubt
of "Mystery Science Theater 3000" awaits us.
To m y fello w natives: Have
-and they're making fun of my
you just given ~? This smells of
golden state.
Granted, it's all funny. Funny a hands washing. Electing kinin a ridiculous sense. I'm a good dergarten cop is like continually
citizen, I filled out my voter regis- picking at a scab, laughing in the
tration card at 18 and have voted face of the healing that is kept at
every time I get the primer ballot, bay. Is the apocalypse coming to
even absentee here in Arkansas. California in 2003?
To everyone else, a warning:
So I got my primer ballot for the
recall about a month prior to elec- California is a trendsetter. The
tion day. I was thrilled. Not be- largest state in pop ulation (by 13
cause I couldn't wait to vote, but million), high est state gross prodbecause someday that bad boy's uct and riding the crest of the pop
going to pay off my student loans. culture wave, California friction
I thumbed through, read each on e can strike the spark that lights and
of the L"Umtes and shook m y head . burns the rest of the country. Don't
I saw Conan. I saw the former laugh, there's a storm a brewin.'
Another recall seems ominous.
commissioner of Major League
Baseball. I saw little Arnold (Gary Arnie's first big mistake and some
Coleman), a smut peddler and a Democrat will go Darrell Issa on
porn star. I saw my state lose cred- him. Maybe then the right person
ibility with each name I read. There can take the ·evergreen cepter:
was even a guy on there named Governor Barbara Streisand anyone?
Michael Jackson. Jerk.

s

Practice your wrist shot

)

Derek Jeter voodoo doll

ehearse your

a it till next year"

arguments

Pretend that baseball
isn't life
Fashion 170 paper ringlets to
count down days till next season
Think,"At least I'm not a
Tigers fan"

Try to forgiv

Capt.Gra

~------------------------ onthele
Send your B Straight lists or ideas to
HU Box 11192 or thebison@harding.edu
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'Tough, don't -mess-with-me' Bison featured in new Harding logo
MATT PRICE

Sports editor
On ThUISday, Harding unveiled
its new logo.'Il:riS is thefustchange to
the school's insignia in 30 year.;.
"It was time for a new logo/' Liz
Howell, clirector of alumni relations
said.
The logo thatleatured a bisonhur~
dling an upper-case gold 'H' is being
replaced with a logo that features a
white upper-case 'Fr with gold trim.
It also features afi.ercer looking bison
in all black resting on his front legs
looking prime for an attack.
"We looked at a lot of logos,"
Howell said. "We were envious, but
nowwe'reproud ofthenew logo.We
hope everyone sees it that way."
Howell said a logo was needed
that would ~ect the power and
strength of a bisOn.
"We looked at every bison and
buffa1o logo in the country," Howell
said. uwe wanted a tough, don' tmess-with-me bison."
Dustin Vyers, assistant to the
clirector of student life and Harding
graduate created the new logo.
''[The logo] is very 2ls.t century,"
vyers said. "It's new andsharp and
it's different from anything we've

UNIVERSITY
The new Harding logo, created by Dustin Vyers, assistant to the director of student life and Harding graduate, was unveiled to
students in chapel Thursday. The Harding Insignia Committee chose the logo.

had. It definitely gives u's a competitiveedge with otlier. rolleges as far as
grap~cs and logos a.re_concemed.''
vyers said he found the inspiration for the new bison in the bi$on
head that is mounted in. the student
~t,er.
1
'1 penciled the bison head on
a legal p~d,'' Vyets aid. "Then r
dreW it on my computer and took

the desigw; 1:0 the committee, who

suggested cbanges."
In February, the .Hardililg In signia Committee formed in order
to research the creation oJ a new
logo. It consisted of members of tfle
publioelations and sports infon:natiml offices, athletic department and
tudents.
"Itwas a re.al te~ effort/' How-

Cross country teams look ahead to GSC
Lady Bisons' final meet ofregular season Saturday
JESSIE THOMPSON

Staff Writer
For the first time in two years,
Harding hosted its own cross country meet Oct.ll .
the Bison and Lady-Bison cross
country teams m et with the cross
country team from Lyon College in
the Ted Lloyd InvitationaL
In addition to the Bisons, a
team of four Harding students
accepted coach Steve Guymon' s
invitation and also participated in
the 5Krace.
Senior Jacob Rotich was the
winner of the men's race with a
time of 15:39.26.
Finishing second, just under
four tenths of a second behind
Rotich was freshman Peter
Kosgi, who is ineligible to run
competitively for the Bisons this
season.
In the women's race, freshman
Kalina Szteyn was the winner with
a time of 18:27.41.
Szteyn would have been the
ninth place finisher in the men's
race.
She is also ineligible to run
competitively for Harding this
season, because she spent one
y ear running for a club team
in Poland.
Junior Helen Singoei was the
top finisher for the Lady Bisons
with a time of 19:47.65, in second
place.
Despite the small number of

paricipants, the Bisons appreciated the competition.
"We enjoy friendly competition," senior Sarah Reardon said.
"It's more fun when you're with
your teammates."
This was the last race of the
season for the men's cross country
team before the Gulf South Conferen ce Championships.
The champ ionship , hosted
by Christi an B.ro.the.rs U ni versity, will take p lace on Oct. 25 in
Memphis.
The Lady Bisons still h ave one
more mee~ before the championships. They will participate in
the Chile Pepper Invitational in
Fayetteville, Ark. Oct. 18.
"We're gearlng up l or the Chile
Pepper thi:;; weekend," Reardon
said. "II.' the biggest meet so far
[this season]. We'll be competing
against D-1 schools."
Currently, both of the Harding
teams are ranked in the top ten in
the nation. The men are ranked
fifth and the women are ninth.
In the past, Harding's best
national championship rankings
were fifth for the men and twelfth
for the women.
Bardin,g l1as been a member of
the GSC for three yea:I'S and each
of those yea.rs the Bison and Lady
Bison have won the championships.
"Our goal is to .try and repeat
and make it four for both sides",
Guymon said.

Guymon and the Bison and
Lady Bison runners are confident
in their ability to win the conference championship again this
year.
Every race up to this point has
been l'reparati.Qn and training for
next week end, Guymon said.
1
' Ttain.ing willstar t getting a little
quicker," Guymon said . " We' re
trying to get them physically and
mentally,Prepared for the championships.'
Wltb the p ossibili ty of facing
Alabama-Hun tsville at the GSC
championships, the Lady Bisons
know the competition coul d be
stronJ;er than ever.
The Lady Chargers ate ranked
in the top 15 in the nation. The
Lad,y Bisons have yet to race
against them this season.
"This year will be the toughest for the girls teams,'' Reardon
said. "It'll be our most competitive
year. We'.re capable of winning, no
doubt, butit'rrbe tou~h."
In 2002, after winmng the GSC,
the men wenton t win the NCAA
South Regional championship
and took 14th place in the NCAA
Division-ll d1arnpienships.
Last season, lhe Lady Bis .ns
placed third in the CAA South
Regional championships.
They missed11 trip to the NCAA
Division-T:T National championships by one place because only
two women's teams from the
region were able to go. ••

ell said. 'We had a committee of 12
people that met and tweaked 57
styles [of logos] Wltil we got what
we wanted. Everyone _had an opportunity to have input."
Head basketball coach Jeff
Morgan was also pleased with the
teamwork.
'1t's exciting that everyone was
able to come together to put together

one logo," Morgan said.
Having Vyers on campus was
another asset to the committee.
'When we started this we needed
the [work] Dustin could provide,"
Howell said. "He was able to interact
with the group and make the gradual
changes. We worked for six weeks to
get it perfected.''
The new logo is one of many
changes that are being made to update the university.
"With the new look of the bookstore,itmakes perfect sense to update
the style of -the merchandise," Vyers
said . "I think the ad.ministratic:m
wanted the students to take pride
in the university and creating trendy
merchandise is a good way to do
that."
Kellee Blickenstaff, sportswear
and gift buyer for the campus bookstore, said ihe store will be canying
mexchandise £eatw:ing the new logo
in the neXt month.
'We will have sweatshirts and tshirts as well as golf dub covers, golf
towels and bags," 1Uickenstaff said
"[The-logaJnas been a big committee
project with a good response."
Morgan said that having a n~
logo sh uld also help with recruiting athletes In Hatding.

Buff selected to be new mascot name
Students-voted Monday and Wednesday to name the new
Bison mascot 13uff.
Buff will m ake his first appearance a~ Sa turday's football
game ,.against flend._e.rson St Kickoff' iS $Chedulelll for. 2 p.m.
Sophomore Jonathan F~ will be the man behind the bison
mask
"The mascot program has many talented people w orking
with it this year/ ' Freese said . "We believe that 1t will be a
success."
Past .traditions of the b ison ringing the bell .at football games
following a touchdown and leading the crowd in cheen~ will be
~ this season. Freese said Buff will also form new
traditions as the season ~.
Plans are also being made lor Buff to be involved in ccilnmunity events.
"We hope to have the bison appearing in parades, as well as
traveling to grgup activities lik-e reading projects at local schools,"
Freese said .

STUDENT DISCOUNT!
One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

268-9000
Carryout or Delivery
Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m.

Stepping

We may not
stay up with you all night,
but we'll ,he Ip you
t~rough it.

stone
Marriage is one of the most important steps
you'U ever take: Come see .us.for-some of the
most beautiful stones anywher-e, with gold
and platinum mbuntings to match.
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Soccer 'American style' comes easy for
Honduran Bisons, Hernandez, Caceres
SARAH CRIST
Staff writer

SERIGHTfThe Bison

Senior outside hitter Veronica Piech scores a dig against Christian Brothers Sept.23.

Lady Bisons volley OBU,
prepare for UNA rematch
MATT PRICE
Sports editor
After starting the season 7-0, the
Lady Bison volleyball team now sits
on a 19-7 record overall and are tied
with Southern Arkansas University
in the Gulf South Conference West
with a 6-1 conference record.
On Wednesday. junior middle
blocker Kate Kennedy was named
the GSC Offensive Player of the
Week for the second time this
season and senior outside hitter
Veronica Piech was named the GSC
Defensive Player of the Week.
Lady Bison head coach Keith
Giboney is pleased with the team's
winning streak.
"We started out strong and
then kind of went through a lull,"
Giboney said. "But we are playing well. The one conference loss
at Southern Arkansas was a bad
loss, but ever since we've won
seven straight games."
The Lady Bisons began a threegame road trip against Ouachita
Baptist with a 3-1 win Oct. 14. The
victory extends Harding's win
streak to eight games. Piech and

senior outside hitter Shaila Farley
both had double-doubles to lead
the team. Piech had 14 kills and 15
digs, while Farley scored 13 kills
and dug 15. Freshman defensive
specialist Lynn Patten led the defense with 21 digs.
The team traveled to Memphis
Oct. 16 to take on Christian Brothers University, but results for the
match were not available at press
time.
Tonight the Lady Bisons play in
Florence, Ala. in a non-conference
match with the University of North
Alabama, a team that handed the
Lady Bisons one of their seven
losses Sept. 22 in Searcy.
The Lady Bisons have found respect for UNA, btit junior defensive
specialist Arnie Morrison believes
the Lady Bisons can compete with
the Lady Lions.
"We want to beat UNA,"
Morrison said. "They are a big
rival. They've won the conference
tournament for several years in a
row, but we're capable of beating
them."
Morrison continues to lead the
GSC in digs. She has 467 on ·the
season .~
· ·

After a ~ttuch "eeded off-week, IU tlltle agai" to go out o" a ll1ttb. last week,
Jo"atha" Edwards repeated as wl""er. At least this Is a "ew week with all
"ew picks. Maybe you ca" take ltle this week. The best plgskl" prog"oJtlcator will wl" two free buffets with dri"ks fro111 Pizza Pro I" Searcy. Playi"ll
Is sl~ttple. Just predict the wl""ers of each ga111e a"d the exact results of the
tie-breaker. The" tear out this forltl a"d drop it I" the Sports Challe"ge box
o" the ledge "ext to the U.S. Post Office wi"dow by 10 p.ltl. Friday. &ood luck
to you. a"d good luck Jlso"s lookl"g for a Ho~tteco~ttl"g victory.
Na~e

In 1999, Daniela Correles came
to Harding from her native Honduras on a tennis scholarship. Following her first semester, Correles
returned home to Tegucigalpa,
Honduras. Correles had some
good news to bring home to her
friends. [Then Harding] coach
Franco Zengaro was planning to
start a soccer program.
Correles' friend from high
school, junior defender Mario Caceres, was one of the first to find
out about the program. Caceres
declared his interest in attending
Harding. Zengaro showed interest
in Caceres and sent him videotapes
of the team in action.
The following fall, Zengaro
visited Honduras and Caceres decided to attend Harding. Caceres
then contacted senior midfielder
Jacobo Hernandez about joining him in Searcy. Hernandez
expressed interest, so Harding
recruited him as well. Hernandez
was in a Bison soccer uniform by
the spring semester of 2001.
Hernandez has played goalkeeper, defender, midfielder
and forward during his career
at Harding and Caceres is a defender.
"My favorite is goalkeeper because you get more action in the
net," Hernandez said. Hernandez
saw his first action as goalkeeper
on Oct. 12 in a 3-0 loss to Lincoln
Memorial.
Hernandez and Caceres have
been playing soccer for 19 and 16
yea~s respectively. Although ~e
baste aspects of the game remam
the same through the two·different
cultures they have played in, Hernandez and Caceres have found
several differences involving· the
players and other concepts of the
game.
"People in Central America
take soccer way too seriously because it's basically the only sport
there and everyone gets into it,"
Hernandez said. "''d love to see
Harding fans become more passionate about the game because
it really helps the team when the
crowd gets into it."
Besides the level of interest in
the game, Hernandez and Caceres
have noticed differences in the
players.

Senior Jacobo Hernandez recieves a pass against Ouachita Baptist Oct. 7. Hernandez,
along with junior defender Mario Caceres, left his native Honduras to play soccer for the
Bi~ons.The players have found the adjustment to American soccer to be an easy one.

"American soccer players are of the different cultures.
taller and bigger and are more fit
"We enjoy having them on the
physically. They are also more hon- team as players and as people,"
est in playing the game," Caceres Harris said. "They get along well
said. Tne players pointed ou t that with everyone and we have a great
Central Americans made up for any time together. [Their] being from
lack of size or fitness in speed and another country hasn't been an
aggressiveness.
issue at all."
"I like-playing in America betThe only thing that Hernandez
ter because you
had to adjust to
play as a team,"
was the differHernandez said.
ent language.
"American soccer players are
"In
Central
"I'll
start
taller and bigger and are more
America each
speaking Spanperson tries to fit physically. They are also more ish on the field
use their skills
honest in playing the gaine."
because I'm so
individually
into the game
-junior defender Mario Caceres
instead of tryand don't really
ing to pull it all
think about it,"
together."
Hernandez said.
Hernandez
Hernandez
and Caceres said one other differ- and Caceres have both invited Harence in the sport between Central ris and the Bisons to visit Honduras
America and North America is the so that they can see the differences
fields.
between the two cultures.
"The fields we play on in
"I know a few members of the
America are much nicer than what team have already visited H onduwe play on at home," Hernandez ras with the guys and I hope I get a
said. "It's too expensive to have chance to go and see what they've
grass fields in Honduras so most grown up with," Harris said.
of our fields are just dirt.''
Hernandez wants the Harding
According to head coach Greg tean1 to come to Honduras and rlay
Harris, no major adjustments had pick-up games against some o the
to be made in order to fit the styles university teams there so that they
can see what the experience is like.
"Maybe Coach Harris could
recruit a few players to come to
Harding and play for the team."
Hernandez said. "

____________________
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NCAA Football
0
Florida @Arkansas
0 Southern Cal@ Notre Dame
0
Texas A&M @Nebraska
0
Mississippi St. @Auburn

D
D
D
D
D

NFL Football
Green Bay @ St. Louis
New England @ Mianrl
Denver @ Minnesota
Tennessee @ Carolina
Kansas City @ Oakland

sub shop
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Harding Alumni
class of '87

Tie Breaker:
_N CAA Football
Guess the winner and exact score
of Saturday's game
Henderson St. @ Harding
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Bisons 'Reddie' to continue Homecoming dominance
Football team looks to extend two-game win streak, avenge 2002 HSU upset
ru:e continuing to prog-

The Bisons faced the Braves
without receiving calls for
Freddie T:angston, the team's
game with more canfidence."
The Bison football team enThe Henderson State Reddies three-year starting quarterback.
tered First Security Stadium Oct. hold a 4-2 record overall and 3-1 Langston, plagued with a knee
11 knowing a win against the West record in the Gulf South Confer- injury, missed his second conGeorgia Braves in Harding's SOOth ence, and the Bisons sport a 3-2
eruti:ve game.
football game would result in cel- record overall and 2-2 record in
In Lang$ton' place, sophoebration.
more quarterback Adam Lybrand
the GSC.
The Bisons also knew, howHarding's defense, which ranks made his second career start for
·
ever, that increasing their season third in the GSC in rush defense, Harding.
winning streak to two games and wiD h,ave to prepare fox HSU's
Lybrand advanced to second
maving toward a wi:nning: season nmrrlng game, which ranks first place in the school's record for
Would provide a greater cause to in Division-It The ~edclies have most passing yards in a game
celebrate.
1:otaled more than 3,000 rushing with367
''We really needed the win yards this season.
Lybrand also threw for three
against Wes~ Georgia," head
In last year's match-up, the touchdowns, including a 76-yard
coach Randy Tribble said. ''Losing Reddies up et the Bisons 29•8.
strike to junior wide receiver Reid
two straight games early in the
"We ent"E!r the field with every Smith in the fourth quarter that
season put a damper on the team . opportunity· to beat Henderso111" pushed the Bisons ahead of the
Now, with two stNI:ight wins, we senior deferu;ive backR~e Holden Braves.
In addition to Langston, two of
hope to keeP, extending Qur win- said. "If W€ keep a good scheme,
the Bisons' top receivers, seniors
h.i.hg record. '
we willhave a victory:'
Aithough the Bisons trailed the
The team e.n te.red the 20@6 Demarcus Calhoun and Santiago
Rraves into the second half of the ~eason picked fourth in the GSC Collins, did not play against West
game, the BisQn
pre-season pqll. Georgia. Calhoun missed the
stampeded the
Coming off a• game to serve a one-game suspenuw e are continuing to
Braves in t:he
successfUl 2002 sion and Collins suffered from an
fourth quarter,
progress, and we are entering run, the team injured ankle.
Although the Bisons trailed
winning 25-21.
felt pressure to
each game with more
The
win
produce another the Braves 21-10 as they entered
confidence."
marked the
winning season halftime, the Bisons turned their
team's first
and advance to game around in the second half,
-Head Coach Randy Tribble
producing a victory.
home victory
the playoffs.
of the 2003 seaHarding played its first 400Adding
son.
another win in yard game of the season, 456 yards
The Bisons look to win their its column this weekend would overall.
The victory showed the Bisons'
second home game as they kick- enhance the team's chances for a
off against Henderson State on playoff birth.
determination and depth as a
Saturday at 2 p.m.
"We still need to improve in team as it battles for a winning
Harding has won 13 straight each game to have an opportunity season.
Homecoming games but has never at post-season action," sophomore
"Each game the team plays
faced the Reddies on Homecom- running back DeJuan Patton said. more together," Holden said.
"We are only halfway through "On both sides of the ball, we are
ing.
"We should play well this the season, but we are excited to experiencing steady growth. Hopeweekend as long as we continue finally have a winning streak and fully, this growth will lead to more
to eliminate our mistakes," Tribble we want to keep it going."
victories."
EMILY SANE
Staff writer

said. "We

ress, and we are entering each

0

CURTIS SERIGHT/the Bison

Senior linebacker Tim Polk races downfield after recovering a blocked field goal
against West Georgia Oct. 11. Polk. was tackled just short of the end zone as time ran
out in the first half. However, the blocked field goal set the momentum for the Bisons
in the second half as they came from behind to win 25-21.

The Kobe Bryant case: Just another superstar to fall front grace
I've never met Kobe. Brlant.
E-arlier this year, however, had
the opportunity to se.e him play
in Memphis. Bryantls ability to
per.fo.r:m on the c9u.rt is much
more impressive in person than
em television.
The speed and finesse in which
he hand les the. ball can be compared to the efficiency of Mrs.
Shirle~ the student center cashier,
on a short-chapel morning when
every(me wants a chid<en b~t
and she somehow rapidly checks
out every customer.

The Los Angeles l;,tkers depend
on Bryant's ~formance so m':lch
that they lethim take the winrung
shot against ·t he ·(;rizzlies.
On the court the man seemed
destined to be a legend. However,
it.may be Bryant:s perf9rmance off
the oourtthat will be best remembered. E'Veryone from Searcy to
Shangnai now knowsi:he story o£
how this NBAsupersta:r tarnished
his .image this summer. Bryant is
now a superstar who has been
charged with rape.
This season, Bryant may find

First Security Bank supports the

HARDING BISONS
~

e FirstSecurity
Bank

www.fsbancorp.com

Member

FDIC

himself trying to dribble around
prosecutor s Instead of seven-foo t
forwards. On Oct. 8, Bryant had his
preliminary heamng in Colorado,
but the bulk. of the trial still lies
ahead. The evidence against Bryant is strong and the media h asn't
run this w.ild over a court case since
the O.J. Simpson trial.
Bryant nas since retu rned t o
training camp with the Lake.rs. He
claims that the case will not int~r
fere with his basketball career. But

I'm not buying it. I believe that
with each shot Bryant takes he
has to tea.lize that it could very
well be his last. His career will
be affected.
Is Kobe guilty? I don't know.
It's not for me to decide. But that's
not what I'm worried about. Each
time I hear something new about
this case I think about all the 8year.-ol<Lkids who are wearing a
no. 8 Lakers jersey. 1 .£eel ior the
parents wh o are now faced with
taking a little bit of their child's
innooenre too early in order to explain the actions of tbeil: hero. A
$4million.ring may have worked
for Bryant's Wife, put! thinkitwill
take much m ore for children to
once again trust this superstar.
Just as Bryant made a miStake,
we as sports fans have also made
a mistake. Once again we have

plac.ed an ordinary man with
athletic skills on a
pedesta1. When theSe men take
leaping dunks from the free throw
line, we quickly forget that these
men are not invincible. We are disappointed when they fail. If Kobe
Bryant were a milkman instead of
a basketball su~tar, -would we
really care? As Christians, we are
taught to fomive and forget, even
when the rest of the wodd can't.
I hcpe Bryant has -realized the
gravity of this mistake. Bryant is
still a young man. He now bas a
daughter for. which he must provide. Hemust tum his life around.
If he is guilty, justice should be
served. In the. game Qf life, Bryant
still has a chance. Eventually, he
will get the ball again.
For his sake, I hope he hits another winning shot.
~traoniinary

